
Homework Module 4 
The Basics 

First let’s fetch your fiber that you worked on for the last homework.  I know 
everyone will have different fiber but I’m going to assume you have some fiber 
from a braid like merino and some fiber from more of a batt preparation. (we 
do have spinning fiber bundles on our site with samples of all of these) 


Once you go through the treading your wheel video with no fiber let’s pick a 
fiber that you’ve pre striped or drafted and attach it to your leader thread.  


For your first experience with spinning let’s just stick with super basic. Don’t 
worry right now with woolen or worsted or anything else let’s just practice 
getting your feet and hands moving together.  


Remember keep your feet from going to fast, do small motions where you pinch 
and pull like in the video on this lesson and don't worry if the yarn ends up 
thick and thin let’s just make yarn and get the feel for it.


Once you’ve made some yarn and your hands and feet are becoming friends you 
can refer back to the 3rd module and review the woolen vs worsted techniques 
and practice both of these.    


I expect that you will spend most of your time on this module.  Please just keep 
practicing and keep going.  You’re going to need a lot of experimenting at this 
point.  


Some points to cover,


spin some from a stripped and pre-drafted braid 

spin some from more of a loose fiber art batt

try the forward pulling worsted spinning technique( see mod 3) 

try the long drawl backwards pulling technique ( see mod 3) 

make notes on your natural leanings. Do you lean towards thicker, thinner? 
What problems are you having too much twist? coming apart? 


These notes will be useful in the next couple modules where we cover different 
spinning techniques and trouble shooting. What type are you enjoying most? 



